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href= data-gt-translateattributes='[{attribute:data-cmtooltip,
format:html}]'>julian braun . href= data-gt
-translate-attributes='[{attribute:datacmtooltip, format:html}]'>blackjack point
count and optional strategy b. julian braun
enterprises, inc., 19161 jibboom ave., apt.
404, valencia, ca 91355; 1975. (116 pages)
outstanding. highly recommended. from
the advertising: the original point count
method from which the term point count
originated. this book explains the "point
count method" in simple terms, as well as
how to use it to profitably play blackjack.
basic point count is an excellent system for
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new players. the author explains the basic
point count method in simple terms, as
well as how to use it to profitably play
blackjack. also, optional strategy b is
explained in simple terms, and a strategy
is given for it. the author discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of playing
blackjack as an optional strategy. no other
blackjack strategy book has dealt with
optional strategy in this way. julian braun is
one of the leading names in blackjack. like
the books by arnold snyder and ken uston
this book is a classic. a recommended read
for new and seasoned players. [ see
reports ] [ amazon: blackjack ] (paperback)
[ amazon: blackjack ] (hardback) href= dat
a-gt-translate-attributes='[{attribute:datacmtooltip, format:html}]'>arnold snyder .
href= data-gt-translateattributes='[{attribute:data-cmtooltip,
format:html}]'>bjf 21. . hough-pinching,
inc. (random house, new york); 1980. (216
pages). outstanding. highly recommended.
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from its advertising: bjf 21 is one of the
best-kept secrets in the world of
professional gaming. however, its use is
always beatable. the [ 6/81 snyder href= d
ata-gt-translateattributes='[{attribute:data-cmtooltip,
format:html}]'>bjf 21 ] [ amazon:
blackjack ] (paperback) [ amazon:
blackjack ] (hardback) [ see reports ]
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